Mother's Day

Student Ministries would love to
celebrate you and recognize you and so
on your way out, they have flowers for
all the women
And we'd just love to give that to you as a gift
Have wanted to teach it…but it's a bit intimidating
So we're sticking our toes in, by looking
at one chapter over the next 3 weeks
In this series that we've called
Meaningless!

One of the more confusing books of the Bible

Which is one of the phrases you find the author of
Ecclesiastes using over and over again
Where we're looking at…when what we
pursue fails to satisfy
It's not linear or logical or systematic

Ecclesiastes

The best way to understand
Ecclesiastes is to think of it like
someone's journal

One of the things that makes this book
so hard to understand is that it's messy

It's raw, complex thoughts that goes
beneath the surface answers and trite
solutions that we easily revert to
By reading what the author says as
absolute thoughts - this is exactly what
you're supposed to do or think
And the problem is Ecclesiastes is full
of contradictions

You can easily mess up how you read this book

One line will say, "this is meaningless…
here is how you find life"
And then just sentences later that
author will say, "that place where I said
to find life…that's actually meaningless"
That it's easy, simplistic answers
And we don't just do this in faith
circles…as a culture we do this
We do it in politics - if you're a
Republican, you hate the poor…if
you're a Democrat, you hate businesses
We do it in how we think about what we
purchase - You only care about people
well if you only purchase products using
fair economic models…if you're in
Walmart…you hate Children in China

And far too often we settle for trite
answers and bumper sticker faith
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We do it with what you eat - you only
care for your body if you avoid trans fat,
and don't eat eggs…or maybe you do
eat eggs…depends on which study you
read which week
We do it in how we categorize people - if you're
overweight it's because you don't have selfcontrol…if your marriage isn't working, you just
didn't put enough effort into it

That's the kind of place that honesty
leads you to though

The family that prays together stays together
Which sounds awesome, until you have
that great Christian family who's kids
rebel or who's wife leaves the family
Know Jesus Know Peace…No Jesus, No Peace

And we have the bumper stickers in
faith for all these too, right...

Which sounds awesome, except that
you know Jesus and have for years,
and yet are still incredibly unsettled
In fact, my friend that had that bumper
sticker ended up leaving his wife…
because while he knew Jesus, he didn't
know peace

We often settle for easy, trite answers,
and miss the complexity of actual life

Honesty leads you beyond a bumper sticker faith

And Ecclesiastes is messy and
complex and doesn't offer easy answers

And it doesn't give simple solutions

And we get to it's complexity, we think
that our job is to fix it
It's to say, "well, he says this", but we know that
isn't the case…and so it's not really that
Where the teacher is powerful, is when
you let what he says just sit there, rather
than having to fix it

But where the Teacher, which is what
the author of Ecclesiastes calls himself

And sometimes what happens is when
we read something like Ecclesiastes

Because he shows the complexity of a person
searching for real answers in the context of
people giving black and white solutions
And writes a book that is messy, that's
non-linear and non-systematic

He's writing in the messiness of the world

When everyone else wants the world to
work in a way that makes easy sense
There's also this beauty

And while it might be frustrating at times
to read Ecclesiastes because of that

Because he just gets his hands dirty in
the reality of life

Ecclesiastes 2:1-11
We only have so much time to make
this thing count

Life is short

And so he says, what I'm going to do, is I want to
test things…to discover what is worthwhile

And so he says, here's what I'll do, I'll
test pleasure

In the short time that we have…what is
worth spending your time on

I'll use my own life as a sort of case study

vs 1-3
I don't want to take someone's word for it
And I'll do this empirical testing

I don't want to just take my mom's word for it or
my sunday school teacher's word for it

I want to actually know for myself

I'm going to discover what is worthwhile
And so he sets out on it...
He says, I had anything and everything
I had people come into my home and
work for me…so that I only had to do the
things that I wanted to do

vs 4-9

Because things like cleaning and
cooking and yard work…that stuff isn't
worth giving my time to…that's not what
I want to spend my time on

I gave myself to building things that I
had always wanted

I had more money than what I needed
I had status…people knew all that I had,
and how much more I had than them
I had a harem…the delight of a man's heart
And in the midst of all of that, I didn't
lose who I was…I didn't lose wisdom
If you were in his position, you had
unlimited resources and decided to
say…if I could do what I've always
wanted to do and have what I've always
wanted to have…what would it be…and
what would I do?

Daydream with me about what you would do

I would buy a large, 20 acre piece of
property in Big Sur, on the coast
It would be a retreat center for me and
my family and friends that I would go to
several times a month
It would have a landing strip in the midst
of it, so I could fly my personal plane
there when we went up for a day or two

Let me tell you some of mine

I'd have a 1971 converted VW bus to do
some camping in

Imagine for a minute that you had
unlimited resources

But for around town, I think I could make
do with a Porsche 911
When we travel overseas, we'd travel first class…
where you essentially get your own private room…
and you mock the people who sit, squished in
coach for 14 hours
I could go on…but we'd be here all day if I did...
You're like…I've just gotten to the point
where I'd just be happy if everyone did
their laundry or cleaned up their dishes
Moms…you have some of these right

I'd just be stoked to have a day without
someone telling me they don't like what
I made for dinner
I know…moms, you have extravagant dreams...

But for him, resources are not a hindrance
He can have any of those things
This is what the Teacher of
Ecclesiastes does...

He has the ability and resources to not
just dream about it

Whether it's by buying them or by
getting someone to do them for him

And not just talk about it

Complexity

But to do those things
And so he does

And he ends the experiment with this conclusion

Two completely different conclusions
If you just read verse 10, you would say
that pleasure is a sort of reward for a
hard working life

10-11

And this is actually one of the things
that's frustrating about reading
Ecclesiastes

If all you read was just verse 11, you
would say that the chasing after of
pleasure is meaningless
It's a chasing after the wind

And not just chasing after it…
pleasure is meaningless…
everything is meaningless!

This thing you can never catch or grasp
This pursuit that never satisfies

Is pleasure a sort of reward to be enjoyed?
And so, which is it?

Or is pleasure this thing that if you
pursue it, you come up empty?

And this is the complexity of life that
Ecclesiastes highlights

Because for us, we like to live in
categories…because it's easier
This is right, this is wrong
This is good…this is bad

It's a lot easier to make sense of categories
because it can be definitive for us

But our tendency is to constantly go
back overly simplistic categories that
everyone must subscribe to

The problem is that life is a bit more
complex than simplistic categories

Because it's self-indulgent

That good Christians never go to the movies

It's escapism from real life
So, all of a sudden, an adjustment had to be made
Maybe not all movies are bad...

But then Billy Graham began making movies

And so many years ago, you had
Christians who said that going to the
movies was wrong and bad

But, some of them are…so let's say
Rated R - because those movies can
have some gratuitous sex and violence
Because if it's Rated R, there's nothing
redemptive in that movie

And so what people began to say is
Christians can see movies…but good
Christians don't go to see Rated R movies

If it's rated R, you're just putting garbage
into your mind
And so all of a sudden, you had
organizations who for years had said all
rated R movies are bad

The problem was that Mel Gibson then
made the Passion of the Christ…which
was rated R…because of the excessive
violence that would have been the
reality of Christ's crucifixion

There's nothing good or redemptive about them
Christians shouldn't see them

And now, you had them advocating for
people to see that movie
Why?

And we could easily go through several
areas of life where this has happened

Because it's not as simple as that
And the result of that was...

And so the Teacher of Ecclesiastes
says…I denied myself nothing…I gave
in to whatever I wanted

That I actually enjoyed the pleasure that it gave
me
And at the same time, it felt meaningless
Because we like to categorize

And so we say…the best way to live is
to give in to what you want

And this is the conundrum that we all
have to deal with

Don't waste your life not doing and
getting the things that you want
Go after it
And you will experience happiness and pleasure

Or at the other end of the spectrum,
some will say…no, you recognize that
the things that we tend to pursue and go
after are ultimately futile

And so if you go after the things that
give you pleasure…you will in the end
be left empty
So don't chase after those things

This is what we tend to do…we tend to
move in extremes
WE TEND TO MOVE IN EXTREMES: I’LL DENY MYSELF
NOTHING. I’LL DENY MYSELF EVERYTHING.

I Denied Myself Nothing

Most of us don't live in extremes
Because reality is much more complex than that

At least when we talk about things, we
move in extremes

And if we were to examine the way that
we often live against the extremes that
we often perpetuate

What we would find is that we are
incredibly inconsistent

We'll tell them, "you should always..."
Or, "you should never..."
And our kids call us on things like
this all the time, don't they

And our response is…well, I'm your
dad…I'm allowed to do that

And then they'll say, but sometimes you do that

My situation is different
Because even though we use extreme
and absolute statements…reality
doesn't match up to those

Being called the "Our Town" of our generation
Won awards and gotten great reviews
Certainty when you are born

Middletown

Certainty when you die

Synopsis of the play is this...

But the middle is very confusing and messy
But…that's where we live
But even though we live in Middletown,
we often treat things like pleasure, like
we live in extremes

And you see this back and forth in
Ecclesiastes

Freedom being seen as an indulgence of pleasure
This is what I have observed to be good: that it is appropriate for a
person to eat, to drink and to find satisfaction in their toilsome labor
under the sun during the few days of life God has given them—for
this is their lot. Moreover, when God gives someone wealth and
possessions, and the ability to enjoy them, to accept their lot and be
happy in their toil—this is a gift of God. Ecclesiastes 5:18-19
He says very clearly, pleasure is a gift from God

Enjoying what you have…is a gift from God

Or don't get too big of a home
It's not a…don't ever buy a nice car

Heaven forbid you'd enjoy a glass of
wine, or a good meal

Because life isn't found in the extreme
of denying yourself everything
But we know, to fully give yourself in
that direction has it's limits

To deny yourself nothing, ends up not
fully bringing life
Homer tells him - you're the richest
person I know…he responds, "yes, and
I'd trade it all for more"

Homer and Mr Burns in the Simpsons

What you have isn't enough

That's where the extreme leads you…isn't it...

And it doesn't satisfy
Tells her friend - what most scares her "is that
I'm going to ultimately find out at the end of my
life that I'm really not lovable, that I'm not
worthy of being loved."

Demi Moore in People Magazine

And so there is something lacking in the
pure pursuit of pleasure

Of denying yourself nothing

The first time you have it, you wince

And it's hard to eat
So you need something more sour

But if you keep eating it, pretty soon, it's
not a big deal

And then that's not enough

But warheads end up not being sour enough
And so you have warheads

It's like, if you like sour candy

And you have extreme, melt your face
off sourness

And so what you have is never sour enough
And so you end up missing…the
enjoyment of something like a good
Granny Smith Apple

We Want Absolutism

When you just keep pushing the sour
boundary…something like that isn't
pleasurable anymore

And so your pursuit of pleasure can
actually end up diminishing pleasure

But let's look at the other extreme that
the Teacher of Ecclesiastes ends up at
It is better to go to a house of mourning than to go to a house of
feasting, for death is the destiny of everyone; the living should take this
to heart. Frustration is better than laughter, because a sad face is good
for the heart. The heart of the wise is in the house of mourning, but the
heart of fools is in the house of pleasure. Ecclesiastes 7:2-4
He says…here's what's better…just be sad

This is the life verse for the Emo's
The heart of fools is in the house of pleasure

A sort of masochistic life
Deny myself everything

Where those who really know life, are
those who deny themselves

Subtopic
If it feels good, it must be immoral
If it's fun, it must be dangerous
If it tastes good, it'll probably give you cancer

If it smells enticing, it's probably seductive
If it sounds pleasant it must be superficial
If it's pleasurable, it must not be biblical

The problem is that the people who you and I
know who live like that are often miserable
My basic assumption is if one of my friends is
cranky, they have bags under their eyes, they're
constantly looking at my food, and talking about
how bad they feel

All you have to do is watch one of your
friends when they go on a juice fast

They're probably on some kind of cleanse

Slow

There's this assumption that real
freedom is denying yourself nothing
And that real discipline is denying
yourself everything
He just jumps back and forth

And this is what the teacher of
Ecclesiastes does

Do whatever you want to do, because
restraint is meaningless
Don't enjoy anything because ultimately
pleasure is meaningless

And what if we can recognize the futility
of both of those extremes
You're avoiding having to really think
If it's just wrong to own a nice car, or to
live above a certain income level…you
don't have to think
If it's just wrong to see rated R movies
or have alcohol, you don't have to think

To actually engage in what the issue is

And if you don't ever ask questions
about what you're doing and what
you're consuming and what it's doing to
you…you don't have to think

Both are strategies of avoidance

At one level, it's simple to say the
chasing after pleasure is ultimately
empty and leaves you unfulfilled

When we move to extremes, it doesn't
require much of us

But the problem is that denial of
pleasure does the same thing
What is this indulgence doing to me?

What requires more of us... is to say,
what is this doing to me?

What is the abstaining of this doing to me?

The chasing of pleasure has its limits…
but the absence of pleasure has it's
limits as well
The problem with absolutism is that it
defeats the innate complexity of
freedom that we are created to live with
There is something innate to the human
spirit that thrives in complexity
And boredom occurs when we move to
absolutism on either side of the spectrum

And so the end result of the mindlessness of saying, "this or that"…is that you
end up in a place where you feel empty
and restless

A healthy enjoyment of pleasure has a boundary, an acknowledged limit that
allows the heart to taste present goodness while also whetting the appetite for
more. It enriches the heart and body while also, paradoxically, causing the
heart to hunger, to ache for what no earthly pleasure can provide: a direct,
consuming encounter with God. ~ Dan Allender & Tremper Longman III,
Breaking the Idols of Your Heart
A Well-Examined Life
What if Christians weren't known as the
people with the trite, simplistic answers

But what if instead we were known as
those who live a well-examined life
And one of the things they were talking
about was culture and faith…and so out
of that, movies and TV Shows
And this guy made this interesting comment
It was well written and produced
But I had to stop watching it

I was listening recently to a man who
I have a lot of respect for be
interviewed

I had to stop watching it because I know
that my two main vices are power and sex
He said, I thought The Sopranos was a great show

And the show really was playing off of
both of those
He said, I don't think I could say everyone
doesn't need to watch it…I couldn't say it's
wrong for everyone to watch it

Complexity of Pleasure We Both Accept it And
Intentionally Limit It

But for me, I needed to make that decision
It's not to deny yourself pleasure

And it's not to say, whatever, whenever

But what if it's not as simple as just "I can do
what I want…or I don't do anything"
You can watch the Sopranos…but you can't
This is the complexity of what all of that
actually looks like

But maybe within the complexity of that, it's...

You don't need to live in the place
where you deny yourself pleasure

Because for one of you, it's actually life
giving and not harmful…and for
another, it might actually be harmful

But you also don't' need to live in the
place where you deny yourself nothing

Absolutism is not healthy
What religion tends to do is to teach
extremes - usually extremes of denial
And what humanistic secularism tends to teach
is extremes - extremes of pleasure
And what Jesus does, is he lives in and
invites us into a radical center

A place that's much more complex than
either of those simplistic extremes

A place that requires you to enter into
the complexity
And the beauty of Jesus is exactly this

And so you have Jesus' first miracle is
creating wine at a party where it seems
that people have probably already had
too much wine
You have him yelling at one group of people
for not following the law correctly
What you have is this Jesus who enters
into this complex place…where he lives
in a radical center…and invites us to be
in that place as well

And not settling for easy answers
Years ago, the person for me who
opened up for me the idea of living a
well-examined life

And that a part of following Jesus is
learning to live in the complexity of life
Was someone named Dallas Willard
He taught philosophy at USC

Dallas was a philosopher and theologian

But he wrote some of the most
significant books for the church in the
past 50 years
I'm one in a long list of people who
would say that they have been
significantly influenced by Dallas
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In fact, his seminal book, Divine Conspiracy,
completely shifted the way that I understood
what it meant to follow Jesus, to be a
Christian…he opened up my eyes to
understanding the Kingdom of God

That book has influenced me more than
any book outside of the Bible

This week, Dallas passed away after a short
battle with Stage 4 Pancreatic Cancer

And the church has lost one of the most
significant philosophical and theological voices of the past 50 years

And you may have never heard his
name before

And most of you will probably never
read his books
But his finger prints are all over this church

And so I wanted to close out this
message with a recognition of him

Subtopic

And you have him calling people to avoid
immorality and to live in their right mind
And having compassion on another group, who
haven't even come close to following it
A place that requires us to live a wellexamined life

